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THE FIFTIETH GATE
HSC ADVANCED ENGLISH : MODULE C, REPRESENTATION AND TEXT ELECTIVE, HISTORY AND MEMORY
Pascal Press
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Pascal Press

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Pascal Press

WILFRED OWEN
Pascal Press
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Pascal Press

SALES AND MARKETING FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
Pascal Press

EDUCATING RITA
Pascal Press

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL
Pascal Press

GWEN HARWOOD
HSC ADVANCED ENGLISH
Pascal Press

BRUCE DAWE
HSC STANDARD ENGLISH
Pascal Press

WITNESS DIRECTED BY PETER WEIR
HSC STANDARD ENGLISH
Pascal Press
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Pascal Press
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RAW
Pascal Press

PETER SKRZYNECKI
HSC STANDARD/ADVANCED ENGLISH
Pascal Press

EXCEL HSC PHYSICS
Pascal Press

MY PLACE
Pascal Press

EXCEL HSC CHEMISTRY
Pascal Press This guide is directly linked to the syllabus with every single dot point of the HSC chemistry syllabus
appearing in the margin of the book.

HSC GOLDEN GUIDE TO ENGLISH
ADVANCED
Wafa Khan HSC Golden Guide to English (Advanced) is a textbook designed to teach students how to craft Band 6 level
responses in English. The textbook is modelled on the highly successful educational method of example-based
learning. Each piece of guidance provided in the textbook is supported by Band 6 examples using prescribed texts from
the 2018 Year 12 Advanced English syllabus, so that students may see and learn for themselves how to improve their
writing. The strategic philosophy of the textbook allows students to independently master HSC English without having
to rely on tutoring or copious amounts of memorisation. The 250+ pages textbooks are divided into three sections:
Practical Skills: including guides to essay preparation, essay writing, adapting to exam questions, writing in diﬀerent
formats such as speech, and supporting workbook exercises. Discovery: including syllabus deconstruction and
clariﬁcation, creative writing, responding to short answer questions, 2018 Discovery texts, adapting to Discovery exam
questions, and supporting workbook exercises. Modules A, B, C: including syllabus deconstruction and clariﬁcation,
2018 Modules texts, adapting to Modules exam questions, and supporting workbook exercises.

AWAY BY MICHAEL GOW
Pascal Press This book provides detailed information on the play 'Away', by Michael Gow, in the context of the speciﬁc
requirements of the HSC. Contents include: - Detailed summary and analysis of the play - 'Physical Journeys' focus area
- Background information about Michael Gow and the context of Australia in the 1960s - Analysis of characters and
their physical journeys - Summary of key themes and issues.

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Pascal Press

CAMBRIDGE CHECKPOINTS HSC ADVANCED ENGLISH 2017
Cambridge University Press

CAMBRIDGE CHECKPOINTS HSC STANDARD ENGLISH 2017
Cambridge University Press

ESSAY WRITING MADE EASY
Pascal Press

PHYSICS
Pascal Press Contains a comprehensive summary of the entire course, activities, glossary of terms and a list of websites.

EXCEL FAST TRACK
50 HSC EXAM TIPS MATHS (2 UNIT)
Pascal Press

EXCEL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL INFORMATION AND RESEARCH SKILLS FOR ASSESSMENT SUCCESS
HSC AND PRELIMINARY COURSES
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Pascal Press Contains articles by diﬀerent authors including Ian Biddle, Chris Greef, Maree Herrett, Debra Kelliher,
Rodney Lane, Marshall Leaver, Robert Mulas, Sophie Mynott, Cameron Paterson, and Ross Todd. Applies the
Information Skills Process to the preparation of assessment tasks for the Biology, Business Studies, English,
Geography, Modern History and Society and Culture HSC 2001 Syllabi.

TARGETING HANDWRITING
NSW FOUNDATION STYLE
Pascal Press The Targeting Handwriting NSW Year 4 Student Book focuses on consolid ation of joining skills, plus:
teaching of trickier joins l ike joining to s, horizontal joins to e, joined double f and joined ft students begin to assess
their own letter size and spacing, spac ing between words, and slope Handwriting is one of the mos t crucial skills
students will develop in primary school. Targeting Hand writing covers the handwriting curriculum in a clear and
structured way, with content directly linked to NSW syllabus outcomes. Writing is a vit al, compelling form of
communication. Children need to write every day, for a variety of purposes and for a variety of audiences. To be
competen t writers, their handwriting needs to be ﬂuent and legible. The teachin g of handwriting is an essential part
of the writing curriculum.

COMMUNITY AND FAMILY STUDIES
2020 HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE. EXAM WORKBOOK
The 2020 HSC Community and Family Studies Exam Workbook helps students practise for the HSC using authentic
exam material collected by the Board of Studies, Teaching and Educational Standards NSW from the 2020 HSC. This
invaluable workbook includes: ·2020 HSC Community and Family Studies exam questions ·guidelines provided to exam
markers to assess student papers ·real examples of top-scoring student papers that include actual comments by the
oﬃcial marker ·tips for creating a plan and setting timings during the exam. How to use this workbook ·Students,
teachers and tutors can use this workbook to practise test-runs of the HSC and prepare for upcoming HSC exams. ·The
workbook helps students become familiar with the layout and style of past exam questions, and gain conﬁdence
around planning their time and making decisions about choosing which questions to answer. They can also practise
writing responses to the questions in the set exam time.

JAPANESE CONTINUERS
STAGE 6 : VOCABULARY LIST
CHINESE CONTINUERS
STAGE 6 : SYLLABUS
TARGETING MATHS
Pascal Press

MATHEMATICS ADVANCED
PAST HSC PAPERS AND WORKED ANSWERS 2009-2020 : PLUS TOPIC INDEX OF PAST HSC QUESTIONS
Excel Success One HSC Mathematics Advanced 2021 Edition contains: * 2009-2019 past HSC Mathematics papers. Any
questions that are not examinable in the new Year 12 Mathematics Advanced syllabus are marked with a cross; *
Bonus questions from the new Mathematics Advanced syllabus. To replace the past HSC questions that are no longer
examinable, the bonus questions cover the new topics such as Networks and Bivariate Data Analysis. By combining the
bonus questions with the examinable past HSC questions, you can practice complete papers worth 100 marks for the
new syllabus; * The 2019 and 2020 HSC Examination papers; * Worked answers for every questions - written by
experienced HSC markers to be detailed and easy to understand.

SECONDARY SCHOOL EXTERNAL EXAMINATION SYSTEMS
RELIABILITY, ROBUSTNESS AND RESILIENCE
Cambria Press Summative assessment has been a contentious issue in educational circles for several decades,
particularly high-stakes assessment events which arise at various junctures of the school cycle, especially those at the
end of it. The French Baccalaureat and English A-Levels and their numerous clones throughout the francophone and
anglophone worlds are household names and represent milestone events in people's lives, as their outcomes are
principal determinants of young people's future prospects. These examinations are external--they are devised,
conducted and processed by agencies outside the schools, usually ministerial examination units. As such, they act as
'blind' arbiters of student achievement, providing the proverbial 'level playing ﬁeld' which ensures the comparability of
outcomes. In the pyramidal school structures of yesteryear, examinations acted as ﬁlters, regulating the progression
of pupils to subsequent tiers of formal education. Exit points occurred from primary school level up, from where
unsuccessful candidates could enter the labour force and/or embark on occupationally speciﬁc further education and
training. With the modernisation of the labour market and an ever-higher social demand for access to higher levels of
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formal education, the ﬁltering function of examinations at lower levels of schooling has been gradually eroded, while
burgeoning numbers of students at the upper secondary level have brought about reforms that include curricular
diversiﬁcation and sometimes radical overhauls of terminating assessment systems (including the modiﬁcation and, in
some instances, abandonment of external examinations). This edited volume brings together the experiences of
twenty examination systems from around the world to show how these dynamic entities have adapted over time to the
changing context of schooling. Following an introduction by Stephen P. Heyneman of World Bank repute, there are
sixteen chapters presenting Country Case Studies, which have been written up under common subheadings, thereby
highlighting the comparative nature of the work and facilitating cross-referencing. The subsequent four chapters
elaborate on the theme of 'external examinations beyond national borders', including a contribution by the
International Baccalaureate Organisation. A deﬁning feature of the work is the attention it pays to what it calls the
'nuts and bolts' of external examinations, from question-setting to grading procedures. These are, it is argued,
instrumental in nurturing and maintaining public conﬁdence in external examinations. The book will be of immense
value to people involved in educational policy studies, especially strategic educational planning, as well as those
directly concerned with formal assessment. The work has been written to appeal to a wide audience of informed
persons--it is accessible to teachers and interested laypeople, as well as to academics."

BUSINESS STUDIES EXAM WORKBOOK
2020 HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
The 2020 HSC Business Studies Exam Workbook helps students practise for the HSC using authentic exam material
collected by the NSW Education Standards Authority from the 2020 HSC. This invaluable workbook includes: - 2020
HSC Business Studies exam questions; - Guidelines provided to exam markers to assess student papers; - Real
examples of top-scoring student papers that include actual comments by the oﬃcial marker; - Tips for creating a plan
and setting timings during the exam. Students, teachers and tutors can use this workbook to practise test-runs of the
HSC and prepare for upcoming HSC exams. The workbook helps students become familiar with the layout and style of
past exam questions, and gain conﬁdence around planning their time and making decisions about choosing which
questions to answer. They can also practise writing responses to the questions in the set exam time. By reviewing the
marker's guidelines, students will also have a chance to think about what is expected in their responses. They can
compare their answers to real examples of papers by top-rating Business Studies students in 2020.

EXTENSION 1 MATHEMATICS HSC PRACTICE PAPERS
WITH WORKED SOLUTIONS
STAGE 6 ENGINEERING STUDIES
PAST HSC SOLUTIONS
"John Rochford's handwritten solutions and notations to 2013-2020 HSC past paper questions are presented in this
book -- showing the questions and suggested solutions with the working where appropriate. John Rochford has over 50
years experience as a TAS teacher in the Department of Education & Catholic systems, 30 years teaching Engineering
Science/Studies, 10 years part time TAFE teaching, one of 3 writers of the original Engineering Studies Syllabus in
2000, TAS Coordinator for 17 years at the St Peters College campus -- Tuggerah NSW (formerly Corpus Christi Senior
College), senior HSC marker for many years, examiner for the Engineering Studies NSW Independent Trial HSC and
Preliminary Year ﬁnal examinations."--Publisher.

HSC MATHS EXTENSION 2
PRACTICE QUESTIONS BY TOPIC
A+ HSC YEAR 12 MATHEMATICS ADVANCED PRACTICE EXAMS
Thomson A A+ HSC Mathematics is a new series of Study Notes and Practice Exams books written by experienced
teachers, HSC markers and writers who have taught the new courses. Study Notes contain summary notes and graded
practice questions, grouped by broad topic. Practice Exams contain topic exams and practice HSC exams written in the
style of the HSC exam. Worked solutions are provided along with expert advice, including solutions to the 2020 HSC,
the ﬁrst exam for the new course. Both books feature topic grids that identify how each topic was tested in past HSC
exams (2011-2020).
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